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(57) ABSTRACT 

Several MEMS-based architectures Which utilize vibrating 
micromechanical resonators in circuits to implement ?lter 
ing, mixing, frequency reference and amplifying functions 
are provided. A method and apparatus are provided for 
upconverting and ?ltering an information signal utilizing a 
vibrating micromechanical device based on an AC signal 
having a desired frequency. One of the primary bene?ts of 
the use of such architectures is a savings in poWer consump 
tion by trading poWer for high selectivity (i.e., high Q). 
Consequently, the present invention relies on the use of a 
large number of micromechanical links in SSI networks to 
implement signal processing functions With basically Zero 
DC poWer consumption. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR UPCONVERING 
AND FILTERING AN INFORMATION SIGNAL 

UTILIZING A VIBRATING MICROMECHANICAL 
DEVICE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of 
copending US. patent application entitled “Device Includ 
ing A Micromechanical Resonator Having An Operating 
Frequency And Method Of Extending Same” ?led Jan. 13, 
2000 and having U.S. Ser. No. 09/482,670 Which, in turn, 
claims the bene?t of US. provisional application entitled 
“VHF Free-Free Beam High-Q Micromechanical Resona 
tors”, ?led Jan. 14, 1999 and having U.S. Ser. No. 60/115, 
882. This application also claims the bene?t of US. provi 
sional application entitled “Transceiver Front-End 
Architectures Using Vibrating Micromechanical Signal Pro 
cessors” ?led Apr. 20, 2000 and having U.S. Ser. No. 
60/199,063. 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

[0002] This invention Was made With government support 
under Contract No. F30602-97-2-0101 aWarded by DARPA. 
The government has certain rights in the invention. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0004] This invention relates to a method and apparatus 
for upconverting and ?ltering an information signal utiliZing 
a vibrating micromechanical device. 

[0005] 2. Background Art 

[0006] The need for passive off-chip components has long 
been a key barrier against communication transceiver min 
iaturiZation. In particular, the majority of the high-Q band 
pass ?lters commonly used in the RF and IF stages of 
heterodyning transceivers are realiZed using off-chip, 
mechanically-resonant components, such as crystal and 
ceramic ?lters and SAW devices, as illustrated in FIG. 1. 
Due to higher quality factor Q, such technologies greatly 
outperform comparable ?lters implemented using transistor 
technologies, in insertion loss, percent bandWidth, and 
achievable rejection. High Q is further required to imple 
ment local oscillators or synchroniZing clocks in transceiv 
ers, both of Which must satisfy strict phase noise speci?ca 
tions. Again, as illustrated in FIG. 1, off-chip elements (e.g., 
quartZ crystals) are utiliZed for this purpose. 

[0007] Being off-chip components, the above mechanical 
devices must interface With integrated electronics at the 
board level, and this constitutes an important bottleneck 
against the miniaturiZation of super-heterodyne transceivers. 
For this reason, recent attempts to achieve single-chip trans 
ceivers for paging and cellular communications have uti 
liZed alternative architectures that attempt to eliminate the 
need for off-chip high-Q components via higher levels of 
transistor integration. Unfortunately, Without adequate front 
end selectivity, such approaches have suffered someWhat in 
overall performance, to the point Where they so far are 
usable only in less demanding applications. 
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[0008] Given this, and recogniZing that future communi 
cation needs Will most likely require higher levels of per 
formance, single-chip transceiver solutions that retain 
high-Q components and that preserve super-heterodyne-like 
architectures are desirable. 

[0009] Recent demonstrations of vibrating beam micro 
mechanical (“mechanical”) resonator devices With frequen 
cies in the VHF range and Q’s in the tens of thousands have 
sparked a resurgence of research interest in communication 
architectures using high-Q passive devices as disclosed in 
the above-noted patent application entitled “Device Includ 
ing A Micromechanical Resonator Having An Operating 
Frequency and Method of Extending Same.” Much of the 
interest in these devices derives from their use of IC 
compatible microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) fab 
rication technologies to greatly facilitate the on-chip inte 
gration of ultra-high-Q passive tanks together With active 
transistor electronics, alloWing substantial siZe reduction. 

[0010] FIG. 2 illustrates a comparison of MEMS and 
SAW technologies Wherein MEMS offers the same or better 
high-Q frequency selectivity With orders of magnitude 
smaller siZe. Indeed, reductions in siZe and board-level 
packaging complexity, as Well as the desire for the high 
performance attainable by super-heterodyne architectures, 
are principal drivers for this technology. 

[0011] Although siZe reduction is certainly an advantage 
of this technology (commonly dubbed “RF MEMS”), it 
merely touches upon a much greater potential to in?uence 
general methods for signal processing. In particular, since 
they can noW be integrated (perhaps on a massive scale) 
using MEMS technology, vibrating pmechanical resonators 
(or pmechanical links) can noW be thought of as tiny circuit 
elements, much like resistors or transistors, in a neW 
mechanical circuit technology. Like a single transistor, a 
single mechanical link does not possess adequate processing 
poWer for most applications. HoWever, again like transistors, 
When combined into larger (potentially, VLSI) circuits, the 
true poWer of 4mechanical links can be unleashed, and 
signal processing functions With attributes previously inac 
cessible to transistor circuits may become feasible. 

[0012] The Need for High Q in Oscillators 

[0013] For any communications application, the stability 
of the oscillator signals used for frequency translation, 
synchroniZation, or sampling, is of utmost importance. 
Oscillator frequencies must be stable against variations in 
temperature against aging, and against any phenomena, such 
as noise or microphonics, that cause instantaneous ?uctua 
tions in phase and frequency. The single most important 
parameter that dictates oscillator stability is the Q of the 
frequency-setting tank (or of the effective tank for the case 
of ring oscillators). For a given application, and assuming a 
?nite poWer budget, adequate long- and short-term stability 
of the oscillation frequency is insured only When the tank Q 
exceeds a certain threshold value. 

[0014] Given the need for loW poWer in portable units, and 
given that the synthesiZer (containing the reference and 
VCO oscillators) is often a dominant contributor to total 
transceiver poWer consumption, modern transceivers could 
bene?t greatly from technologies that yield high-Q tank 
components. 
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[0015] The Need for High Q in Filters 

[0016] Tank Q also greatly in?uences the ability to imple 
ment extremely selective IF and RF ?lters With small 
percent bandwidth, small shape factor, and loW insertion 
loss. As tank Q decreases, insertion loss increases very 
quickly, too much even for IF ?lters, and quite unacceptable 
for RF ?lters. As With oscillators, high-Q tanks are required 
for RF and IF ?lters alike, although more so for the latter, 
since channel selection is done predominantly at the IF in 
super-heterodyne receivers. In general, the more selective 
the ?lter, the higher the resonator Q required to achieve a 
given level of insertion loss. 

[0017] Micromechanical Circuits 

[0018] Although mechanical circuits, such as quartZ crys 
tal resonators and SAW ?lters, provide essential functions in 
the majority of transceiver designs, their numbers are gen 
erally suppressed due to their large siZe and ?nite cost. 
Unfortunately, When minimizing the use of high-Q compo 
nents, designers often trade poWer for selectivity (i.e., Q), 
and hence, sacri?ce transceiver performance. As a simple 
illustration, if the high-Q IF ?lter in the receive path of a 
communication subsystem is removed, the dynamic range 
requirement on the subsequent IF ampli?er, IQ mixer, and 
A/D converter circuits, increases dramatically, forcing a 
corresponding increase in poWer consumption. Similar 
trade-offs exist at RF, Where the larger the number or greater 
the complexity of high-Q components used, the smaller the 
poWer consumption in surrounding transistor circuits. 

[0019] The Micromechanical Beam Element 

[0020] To date, the majority of pmechanical circuits most 
useful for communication applications in the VHF range 
have been realiZed using pmechanical ?exural-mode beam 
elements, such as shoWn in FIG. 2 With clamped-clamped 
boundary conditions. Although several micromachining 
technologies are available to realiZe such an element in a 
variety of different materials, surface micromachining has 
been the preferred method for pmechanical communication 
circuits, mainly due to its ?exibility in providing a variety of 
beam end conditions and electrode locations, and its ability 
to realiZe very complex geometries With multiple levels of 
suspension. 
[0021] US. Pat. No. 6,049,702 to Tham et al. discloses an 
integrated passive transceiver section Wherein microelectro 
mechanical (MEM) device fabrication techniques are used 
to provide loW loss, high performance sWitches. UtiliZing 
the MEM devices also makes possible the fabrication and 
use of several circuits comprising passive components, 
thereby enhancing the performance characteristics of the 
transceiver. 

[0022] US. Pat. No. 5,872,489 to Chang et al. discloses an 
integrated tunable inductance netWork and method. The 
netWork utiliZes a plurality of MEM sWitches Which selec 
tively interconnect inductance devices thereby providing a 
selective inductance for a particular circuit. 

[0023] US. Pat. No. 5,963,857 to GreyWall discloses an 
article comprising a micromachined ?lter. In use, the micro 
machined ?lters are assembled as part of a radio to minia 
turiZe the siZe of the radio. 

[0024] US. Pat. Nos. 5,976,994 and 6,169,321 to Nguyen 
et al. disclose a batch-compatible, post-fabrication annealing 
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method and system to trim the resonance frequency and 
enhance the quality factor of micromechanical structures. 

[0025] US. Pat. Nos. 5,455,547; 5,589,082 and 5,537,083 
to Lin et al. disclose microelectromechanical signal proces 
sors. The signal processors include many individual micro 
electromechanical resonators Which enable the processor to 
function as a multi-channel signal processor or a spectrum 
analyZer. 

[0026] US. Pat. No. 5,640,133 to MacDonald et al. dis 
closes a capacitance-based, tunable, micromechanical reso 
nator. The resonators may be selectively tuned and used in 
mechanical oscillators, accelerometers, electromechanical 
?lters and other electronic devices. 

[0027] US. Pat. Nos. 5,578,976 to Yao, 5,619,061 to 
Goldsmith et al. and 6,016,092 to Qiu et al. disclose various 
micromechanical and microelectromechanical sWitches 
used in communication apparatus. 

[0028] US. Pat. No. 5,839,062 to Nguyen et al. disclose a 
MEMS-based receiver including parallel banks of micro 
electromechanical ?lters. 

[0029] US. Pat. Nos. 5,491,604 and 5,955,932 to Nguyen 
et al. disclose Q-controlled microresonators and tunable 
?lters using the resonators. 

[0030] US. Pat. No. 5,783,973 to Weinberg et al. discloses 
a micromechanical, thermally insensitive silicon resonator 
and oscillator. 

[0031] The folloWing articles are of general interest: 
Nguyen et al., “Design and Performance of CMOS Micro 
mechanical Resonator Oscillators”, 1994 IEEE INTERNA 
TIONAL FREQUENCY CONTROL SYMPOSIUM, pp. 
127-134; Wang et al, “Q-Enhancement of Microelectrome 
chanical Filters Via LoW-Velocity Spring Coupling”, 1997 
IEEE ULTRASONICS SYMPOSIUM, pp. 323-327; Ban 
non, III et al., “High Frequency Microelectromechanical IF 
Filters”, 1996 IEEE ELECTRON DEVICES MEETING, 
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 8-11, 1996, pp. 773-776; and 
Clark et al., “Parallel-Resonator HF Micromechanical Band 
pass Filters” 1997 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON 
SOLID-STATE SENSORS AND ACTUATORS”, pp. 1161 
1164. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0032] An object of the present invention is to provide a 
method and apparatus for upconverting and ?ltering an 
information signal utiliZing a vibrating micromechanical 
device. 

[0033] In carrying out the above objects and other objects 
of the present invention, a method is provided for upcon 
verting and ?ltering an information signal having a fre 
quency. The method includes providing a micromechanical 
device having a ?rst port for receiving the information 
signal, a second port for receiving an AC signal having a 
desired frequency and an output port. The method also 
includes vibrating the micromechanical device so that the 
micromechanical device translates the frequency of the 
information signal upWard based on the desired frequency 
and ?lters the information signal. 

[0034] The method may also include isolating the ?rst port 
from the second port as Well as each port from each of the 
other ports. 
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[0035] The desired frequency may be more than 300 MHZ. 

[0036] The micromechanical device may be vibrated to 
also add gain to the information signal. 

[0037] The device is preferably switchable and tunable. 

[0038] Further in carrying out the above object and other 
objects of the present invention, a micromechanical up 
converting miXer-?lter apparatus for upconverting and ?l 
tering an information signal having a frequency is provided. 
The apparatus includes a mixing micromechanical trans 
ducer having a ?rst port for receiving the information signal, 
a second port for receiving an AC signal having a desired 
frequency and an output port. The apparatus also includes a 
micromechanical resonator coupled to the transducer 
Wherein the apparatus translates the frequency of the infor 
mation signal upWards based on the desired frequency and 
?lters the information signal. 

[0039] The apparatus may be an RF micromechanical 
upconverting miXer- ?lter apparatus. 

[0040] This ?ltering can be used to make the apparatus a 
single-sideband (SSB) upconverter. 
[0041] The apparatus may also add gain to the information 
signal. 
[0042] The transducer and the resonator may be inter 
coupled by a non-conductive part to isolate the ?rst and 
second ports. 

[0043] The above object and other objects, features, and 
advantages of the present invention are readily apparent 
from the folloWing detailed description of the best mode for 
carrying out the invention When taken in connection With the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0044] FIG. 1 is a prior art, schematic vieW of the front 
end of a transceiver including off-chip, board-level imple 
mentation of SAW, ceramic and crystal resonators in a 
schematic perspective vieW; 

[0045] FIG. 2a is a prior art, schematic perspective vieW 
of a SAW resonator and a number of MEMS resonators 
formed on a silicon die to compare the tWo approaches; 

[0046] FIG. 2b is a prior art, enlarged schematic perspec 
tive vieW of one of the MEMS resonators as indicated at 2b 
in FIG. 2a; 

[0047] FIG. 3 is a system level schematic block diagram 
of the front-end design for a typical Wireless transceiver 
shoWing off-chip, high-Q, passive components targeted for 
replacement via micromechanical versions of the present 
invention; 

[0048] FIG. 4 is a graph of transmission [dB] versus 
frequency illustrating desired ?lter characteristics; 

[0049] FIG. 5a is a perspective schematic vieW of a 
symmetrical tWo-resonator VHF pmechanical ?lter With 
typical bias, excitation and signal conditioning electronics; 

[0050] FIG. 5b is an electrical equivalent circuit for the 
?lter of FIG. 5a; 

[0051] FIG. 6 is a system level block diagram of an RE 
front-end receiver including an RE channel-select receiver 
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architecture utiliZing large numbers of micromechanical 
resonators in banks and schematically and perspectively 
illustrating a typical micromechanical ?lter of FIG. 5a; 

[0052] FIG. 7 is a system/circuit diagram for an REF 
channel-select micromechanical ?lter bank; 

[0053] FIG. 8 is a system level block diagram of the RE 
front-end receiver of FIG. 6 and schematically and perspec 
tively illustrating a micromechanical sWitch thereof; 

[0054] FIG. 9 is a system level block diagram of the RE 
front-end receiver of FIGS. 6 and 8 and schematically and 
perspectively illustrating a miXer-?lter-gain stage thereof 
based on the ?lter of FIGS. 6 and 5a; 

[0055] FIG. 10 is a system level block diagram of the RF 
front-end receiver of FIGS. 6, 8 and 9 and schematically and 
perspectively illustrating a micromechanical resonator oscil 
lator thereof; 

[0056] FIG. 11 is a system/circuit diagram for a sWitch 
able pmechanical resonator synthesiZer; 

[0057] FIG. 12 is a system level block diagram of the RF 
front-end receiver of FIGS. 6, 8, 9 and 10 Wherein the LNA 
is shoWn eliminated by phantom lines due to the loW loss 
channel selector, the T/R sWitch and the miXer-?lter-gain 
stage; 

[0058] FIG. 13 is a system block diagram architecture 
shoWing the receive path of a communication device; 

[0059] FIG. 14 is a system block diagram of an RF 
channel-select transmitter architecture utiliZing high-poWer 
pmechanical resonators; 

[0060] FIG. 15 is a schematic top perspective vieW of a 92 
MHZ (VHF) free-free beam polysilicon pmechanical reso 
nator Wherein support beams isolate the resonator beam 
element from a substrate thereby alloWing higher Q opera 
tion; 
[0061] FIG. 16 is a graph illustrating a measured fre 
quency characteristic for the resonator of FIG. 15; 

[0062] FIG. 17a is a schematic perspective vieW of a UHF 
pmechanical ?lter utiliZing free-free beam pmechanical 
resonators designed to operate at a second mode; and 

[0063] FIG. 17b is a partial equivalent circuit for the ?lter 
of FIG. 17a, identifying the circuit functions of individual 
beam elements. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S) 

[0064] To illustrate more concretely the speci?c trans 
ceiver functions that can bene?t from micromechanical 
implementations to be discussed herein, FIG. 3 presents a 
system level schematic block diagram for a typical super 
heterodyne Wireless transceiver. Asmall boX is positioned in 
the corner of each boX to represent a component that can be 
replaced With a micromechanical (MEMS) version. As 
implied in FIG. 3, several of the constituent components can 
already be miniaturiZed using integrated circuit transistor 
technologies. These include the loW noise ampli?ers 
(LNA’s) in the receive path, the solid-state poWer ampli?er 
(SSPA) in the transmit path, synthesiZer phase-locked loop 
(PLL) electronics, miXers, and loWer frequency digital cir 
cuits for baseband signal demodulation. Due to noise, 
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power, and frequency considerations, the SSPA (and some 
times the LNA’s) are often implemented using compound 
semiconductor technologies (i.e., GaAs). Thus, they often 
occupy their oWn chips, separate from the other mentioned 
transistor-based components, Which are normally realiZed 
using silicon-based bipolar and CMOS technologies. HoW 
ever, given the rate of improvement of silicon technologies 
(silicon-germanium included), all of the above functions 
may be integrated onto a single-chip. 

[0065] Unfortunately, placing all of the above functions 
onto a single chip does very little toWard decreasing the 
overall super-heterodyne transceiver siZe, Which is domi 
nated not by transistor-based components, but by the numer 
ous passive components indicated in FIGS. 1 and 3. The 
presence of so many frequency-selective passive compo 
nents is easily justi?ed When considering that communica 
tion systems designed to service large numbers of users 
require numerous communication channels, Which in many 
implementations (e.g., Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA)) must have small bandWidths and must be sepa 
rable by transceiver devices used by the system. The require 
ment for small channel bandWidths results in a requirement 
for extremely selective ?ltering devices for channel selec 
tion and extremely stable (noise-free) local oscillators for 
frequency translation. For the vast majority of cellular and 
cordless standards, the required selectivity and stability can 
only be achieved using high-Q components, such as discrete 
inductors, discrete tunable capacitors (i.e., varactors), and 
SAW and quartZ crystal resonators, all of Which interface 
With IC components at the board level. The needed perfor 
mance cannot be achieved using conventional IC technolo 
gies, because such technologies lack the required Q. It is for 
this reason that virtually all commercially available cellular 
or cordless phones contain numerous passive SAW and 
crystal components. 

[0066] Micromechanical Resonators 

[0067] For communications applications, clamped 
clamped and free-free ?exural-mode beams With Q’s on the 
order of 10,000 (in vacuum) and temperature coef?cients on 
the order of —12 ppm/° C., are available for the VHF range, 
While thin-?lm bulk acoustic resonators (Q~1,000) have so 
far addressed the UHF range. 

[0068] From a design perspective, one Q-limiting loss 
mechanism that becomes more important With increasing 
frequency is loss to the substrate through anchors. The 
frequency dependence of this mechanism arises because the 
stiffness of a given resonator beam generally increases With 
resonance frequency, giving rise to larger forces exerted by 
the beam on its anchors during vibration. As a consequence, 
more energy per cycle is radiated into the substrate via the 
anchors. Anti-symmetric resonance designs, such as bal 
anced tuning forks, could prove effective in alleviating this 
source of energy loss. 

[0069] Anchor loss mechanisms can be greatly alleviated 
by using “anchorless” resonator designs, such as shoWn in 
the above-noted patent application Ser. No. 09/482,670 and 
as illustrated by the vieW of FIG. 15. This device utiliZes a 
free-free beam (i.e., xylophone) 60 suspended above a 
ground plane and sense electrode 61 and a drive electrode 63 
by four torsional support beams 62 attached at ?exural node 
points. The beams 62, in turn, are supported at anchors 64. 
By choosing support dimensions corresponding to a quarter 
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Wavelength of the free-free beam’s resonance frequency, the 
impedance presented to the beam 60 by the supports 62 can 
be effectively nulled out, leaving the beam 60 virtually 
levitated and free to vibrate as if it had no supports. UHF 
frequency is obtained via use of free-free beam resonators 
speci?cally designed to operate at higher modes. The desired 
mode is selected (While suppressing other modes), by stra 
tegic placement and excitation of electrodes, and by the use 
of dimples under the structure 60 to force node locations 
corresponding to the desired mode. The mode can also be 
speci?ed by placing the support beams at nodal locations, as 
in FIG. 17a. 

[0070] FIG. 16 shoWs a frequency characteristic for a 
92.25 MHZ version of this pmechanical resonator With a Q 
of nearly 8,000—still plenty for channel-select RF applica 
tions. 

[0071] Table 1 presents expected resonance frequencies 
for various beam dimensions, modes, and structural mate 
rials, shoWing a Wide range of attainable frequencies, from 
VHF to UHF. 

TABLE 1 

gMechanical Resonator Frequency Design" 

Frequency 
(MHZ) Material Mode hILum] WILum] LILum] 

70 silicon 1 2 8 14.54 
110 silicon 1 8 11.26 
250 silicon 1 2 4 6.74 
870 silicon 2 2 4 4.38 

1800 silicon 3 1 4 3.09 
1800 diamond 3 1 4 6.1 6 

*Determined for free-free beams using Timoshenko methods that include 
the effects of ?nite h and WI 

[0072] Micromechanical Filters 

[0073] Among the more useful pmechanical circuits for 
communications are those implementing loW-loss bandpass 
?lters, capable of achieving frequency characteristics as 
shoWn in FIG. 4 Where a broader frequency passband than 
achievable by a single resonator beam is shoWn, With a 
sharper roll-off to the stopband (i.e., smaller shape factor). 
[0074] To achieve the characteristic of FIG. 4, a number 
of micromechanical resonators may be coupled together by 
soft coupling springs. By linking resonators together using 
(ideally) massless springs, a coupled resonator system is 
achieved that exhibits several modes of vibration. The 
frequency of each vibration mode corresponds to a distinct 
peak in the force-to-displacement frequency characteristic, 
and to a distinct, physical mode shape of the coupled 
mechanical resonator system. For the example case of a 
three-resonator ?lter, in the loWest frequency mode, all 
resonators vibrate in phase; in the middle frequency mode, 
the center resonator ideally remains motionless, While the 
end resonators vibrate 180° out of phase; and ?nally, in the 
highest frequency mode, each resonator is phase-shifted 
180° from its adjacent neighbor. Without additional elec 
tronics, the complete mechanical ?lter exhibits a jagged 
passband. As described hereinbeloW, termination resistors 
designed to loWer the Q’s of the input and output resonators 
by speci?c amounts are required to ?atten the passband and 
achieve a more recogniZable ?lter characteristic, such as in 
FIG. 4. 
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[0075] The ?lters use a number of high-Q micromechani 
cal beam elements connected in a network that achieves the 
speci?ed bandpass frequency response. If effect, a micro 
mechanical ?lter is another example of a micromechanical 
circuit, similar to that of FIG. 15, but in this case using a 
plurality of beam elements to achieve a frequency shaping 
response not achievable by a single beam element. 

[0076] In practical implementations, because planar IC 
processes typically exhibit substantially better matching 
tolerances than absolute, the constituent resonators in 
4mechanical ?lters are normally designed to be identical, 
With identical dimensions and resonance frequencies. For 
such designs, the center frequency of the overall ?lter is 
equal to the resonance frequency f0 of the resonators, While 
the ?lter passband (i.e., the bandWidth) is determined by the 
spacings betWeen the mode peaks. 

[0077] The relative placement of the vibration peaks in the 
frequency characteristic—and thus, the passband of the 
eventual ?lter—is determined primarily by the stiffnesses of 
the coupling springs (ksij) and of the constituent resonators 
at the coupling locations (kr) Speci?cally, for a ?lter With 
center frequency f0 and bandWidth B, these stiffnesses must 
satisfy the expression: 

“(fl-10%] (” 

[0078] Where kij is a normaliZed coupling coefficient found 
in ?lter cookbooks. The ?lter bandWidth is not dependent on 
the absolute values of resonator and coupling beam stiffness; 
rather, their ratio kSij/kI dictates bandWidth. Thus, the pro 
cedure for designing a mechanical ?lter involves tWo main 
steps (not necessarily in this order): ?rst, design of a 
mechanical resonator With resonance frequency fO and 
adjustable stiffness k; and second, design of coupling 
springs With appropriate values of stiffness ksij to enable a 
desired bandWidth Within the adjustment range of resonator 
kr’s. 
[0079] To take advantage of the maturity of LC ladder 
?lter synthesis techniques, the enormous database governing 
LC ladder ?lter implementations, and the Wide availability 
of electrical circuit simulators, realiZation of a particular 
pmechanical ?lter often also involves the design of an LC 
ladder version to ?t the desired speci?cation. The elements 
in the LC ladder design are then matched to lumped 
mechanical equivalents via electromechanical analogy, 
Where inductance, capacitance, and resistance in the elec 
trical domain equate to mass, compliance, and damping, 
respectively, in the mechanical domain. 

[0080] A TWo-Resonator HF-VHF Micromechanical Fil 
ter 

[0081] FIG. 5a shoWs a perspective vieW schematic of a 
practical tWo-resonator micromechanical ?lter capable of 
operation in the HF to VHF range. As shoWn, the ?lter 
consists of tWo pmechanical clamped-clamped beam reso 
nators With anchors 18 at their opposite ends, coupled 
mechanically by a soft coupling spring or beam 19, all 
suspended above a substrate (not shoWn). Conductive (poly 
silicon) strips 20, 22, 24, and 26 underlie each resonator by 
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approximately 1000 A (as also in FIGS. 6, 9 and 17a), a 
center one 20 serving as a capacitive transducer input 
electrode positioned to induce resonator vibration in a 
direction perpendicular to the substrate, a center one 24 
serving as an output electrode and the ?anking ones 22 and 
26 serving as tuning or frequency pulling electrodes capable 
of voltage-controlled tuning of resonator frequencies. The 
resonator-to-electrode gaps are determined by the thickness 
of a sacri?cial oxide spacer during fabrication and can thus 
be made quite small (e.g., 0.1 pm or less) to maximiZe 
electromechanical coupling. 

[0082] The ?lter is excited With a DC-bias voltage VP 
applied to the conductive mechanical netWork, and an AC 
signal applied to the input electrode, but this time through an 
appropriately valued source resistance RQ that loads the Q of 
the input resonator to ?atten the passband. The output 
resonator of the ?lter must also see a matched impedance to 
avoid passband distortion, and the output voltage v0 is 
generally taken across this impedance. As described here 
inbeloW, the required value of I/O port termination resis 
tance can be tailored for different applications, and this can 
be advantageous When designing loW noise transistor cir 
cuits succeeding the ?lter, since such circuits can then be 
driven by optimum values of source resistance to minimiZe 
noise. 

[0083] From a signal ?oW perspective, the operation of the 
above ?lter can be brie?y summariZed as folloWs: 

[0084] (1) An electrical input signal is applied to the 
input port and converted to an input force by the 
electromechanical transducer (Which for the case of 
FIG. 5a is capacitive) that can then induce mechani 
cal vibration in the x direction; 

[0085] (2) Mechanical vibration comprises a 
mechanical signal that is processed in the mechanical 
domain—speci?cally, the signal is rejected if outside 
the passband of the ?lter, and passed if Within the 
passband; and 

[0086] (3) The mechanically processed signal 
appears as motion of the output resonator and is 
reconverted to electrical energy at the output trans 
ducer, ready for processing by subsequent trans 
ceiver stages. 

[0087] From the above, the name “micromechanical signal 
processor” clearly suits this device. Details of the design 
procedure for micromechanical ?lters noW folloW. 

[0088] HF-VHF Filter Design 

[0089] As can be summariZed from FIG. 5b, the netWork 
topologies for the mechanical ?lters of this Work differ very 
little from those of their purely electronic counterparts, and 
in principal, can be designed at the system-level via a 
procedure derived from Well-knoWn, coupled resonator lad 
der ?lter synthesis techniques. In particular, given the 
equivalent LCR element values for a prototype pmechanical 
resonator, it is possible to synthesiZe a mechanical ?lter 
entirely in the electrical domain, converting to the mechani 
cal domain only as the last step. HoWever, although possible, 
such a procedure is not recommended, since knoWledge and 
ease of design in both electrical and mechanical domains can 
greatly reduce the effort required. 
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[0090] The design procedure for the tWo-resonator micro 
mechanical ?lter of FIG. 5a can be itemized as follows: 

[0091] (1) Design and establish the pmechanical 
resonator prototype to be used, choosing necessary 
geometries for the needed frequency and insuring 
that enough electrode-to-resonator transducer cou 
pling is provided to alloW for predetermined termi 
nation resistor values. For a given resonator, With 
predetermined values of W,, h, We, VP, and RQ, this 
amounts to solving for the resonator length L, and 
electrode-to- resonator gap spacing d that simulta 
neously satisfy a number of Well knoWn equations. 
Table 2 summarizes the needed gap spacings to 
achieve various values of RQ for micromechanical 
?lters centered at 70 MHZ and 870 MHZ, and With 
Q=10,000, B=1.25 MHZ, and VP=10V. 

TABLE 2 

TWO-Resonator ,uMechanical Filter 
Electrode-to-Resonator Gap Spacing Design" 

Gap Spacing d for R0 = 

Frequency 3009 5009 1,0009 2,0009 5,0009 

70 MHZT 195A 223A 266A 317A 399A 
870 MHZ: 78A 81A 80A 95A 119A 

*Determined With Q = 10,000 B = 1.25 MHZ, Vp = 10V. 

TCCBeam, polysilicon, LI = 14.52 ,um, WI = 8 ,um, h = 4 ,urn. 

:tCCBeam, diamond, LI = 9.36 ,um, WI = 8 ,um, h = 4 ,urn. 

[0092] (2) Choose a manufacturable value of cou 
pling beamWidth W512 and design coupling beam(s) 
corresponding to a “quarter-Wavelength” of the ?lter 
center frequency. Here, the coupling beam is recog 
niZed as an acoustic transmission line that can be 
made transparent to the ?lter When designed With 
quarter-Wavelength dimensions as described in the 
prior art. 

[0093] (3) Determine the coupling location(s) on the 
resonators corresponding to the ?lter bandWidth of 
interest. This procedure is based upon tWo important 
properties of this ?lter and the resonators comprising 
it: 

[0094] First, the ?lter bandWidth B is determined not by 
absolute values of stiffness, but rather by a ratio of stiff 
nesses (kslz/krc), Where the subscript c denotes the value at 
the coupling location; and second, the value of resonator 
stiffness krc varies With location (in particular, With location 
velocity) and so can be set to a desired value by simply 
choosing an appropriate coupling beam attachment point. 
The location is easily determined as described in the prior 
art. 

[0095] (4) Generate a complete equivalent circuit for 
the overall ?lter and verify the design using a circuit 
simulator. FIG. 5b presents the equivalent circuit for 
the tWo-resonator micromechanical ?lter of FIG. 5a. 
Each of the outside resonators are modeled via 
circuits. The coupling beam actually operates as an 
acoustic transmission line, and thus, is modeled by a 
T-netWork of energy storage elements. 

[0096] Transformers are used betWeen the resonator and 
coupling beam circuits of FIG. 5b to model the velocity 
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transformations that arise When attaching the coupling 
beams at locations offset from the center of the resonator 
beam. The Whole circuit structure of FIG. 5b can be 
recogniZed as that of the LC ladder netWork for a bandpass 
?lter. 

[0097] Further details on the design of micromechanical 
?lters can be found in the literature. 

[0098] RF Micromechanical Filters 

[0099] As shoWn in FIG. 16, one of the highest demon 
strated frequencies to date for polysilicon micromechanical 
resonators is 92 MHZ With a Q~8,000. The above-noted 
patent application Ser. No. 09/482,670 also discloses a Way 
of extending the frequency. As shoWn in Table 1, the above 
frequency (and higher) is geometrically feasible, but special 
design and material precautions are necessary to maintain 
adequate Q as frequencies rise. If Q’s can be maintained 
>5,000, then record insertion loss performance on the order 
of 0.5 dB should be achievable, Which could greatly enhance 
the sensitivity of receivers used in both short- and long 
range communications. In fact, if Q 10,000 can be achieved, 
then RF channel-selection Would be achievable using a 
sWitchable bank of ?lters, one for each channel, as described 
hereinbeloW. The ability to do channel-selection right at the 
front-end of a transceiver can potentially save substantial 
amounts of poWer in both the receive and transmit paths, due 
to relaXed dynamic range requirements and the ability to use 
higher ef?ciency poWer ampli?ers. 

[0100] FIG. 17a is similar to FIG. 5a and presents the 
schematic of a ?lter structure, along With a partial equivalent 
electrical circuit of FIG. 17b (obtained via electromechani 
cal analogy) that identi?es the mechanical netWork as a 
bandpass ?lter. In particular, the ?lter structure is seen to be 
comprised of a number of mechanical resonators (modeled 
by LCR tanks) connected by acoustic transmission lines 
(modeled by T-netWorks of energy storage elements)—a 
structure similar to other resonator-based ?lters, but using 
micromechanical elements With orders of magnitude higher 
Q, giving it the ability to perform With much loWer insertion 
loss than other technologies. (Not to mention orders of 
magnitude smaller siZe.) 

[0101] In the design of FIG. 17a, UHF frequency is 
obtained via use of a second mode free-free beam resonator 
including beams 70 and 72 coupled together and to an output 
beam 74 by coupling beams 73. The resonator is speci?cally 
designed to operate at higher modes. The desired mode is 
selected (While suppressing other modes), by strategic place 
ment and excitation of balanced input electrodes 76 and 78, 
and by the use of dimples 80 under the beams 70, 72 and 74 
to force node locations corresponding to the desired mode. 
Balanced output electrodes 81 are positioned under the 
output beam 74. 

[0102] The beams 70 and 74 are supported by non 
intrusive supports or beams 82 and 84, respectively, Which, 
in turn, are supported by anchors 86 and 88, respectively. 

[0103] The ?lter of FIG. 17a constitutes the ?rst attempt 
of its kind to implement ?lter circuits using free-free beam 
micromechanical resonators. Unlike previous ?lters using 
clamped-clamped beams (that could only attain VHF fre 
quency), both transversal and torsional motions are consid 
ered for the coupling beams in FIG. 17a. 
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[0104] Micromechanical Mixer-Filters 

[0105] FIG. 9 presents the schematic for a symmetrical 
pmechanical mixer-?lter, showing the bias and input scheme 
required for doWn-conversion With a gain stage. As shoWn, 
since this device provides ?ltering as part of its function, the 
overall mechanical structure is exactly that of a pmechanical 
?lter. The only differences are the applied inputs and the use 
of a non-conductive coupling beam to isolate the IF port 
from the LO. If the source providing VP to the second 
resonator is ideal (With Zero source resistance) and the series 
resistance in the second resonator is small, LO signals 
feeding across the coupling beam capacitance are shunted to 
AC ground before reaching the IF port. In reality, ?nite 
resistivity in the resonator material alloWs some amount of 
LO-to-IF leakage. 

[0106] The mixer conversion gain/loss in this device is 
determined primarily by the relative magnitudes of the 
DC-bias VP applied to the resonator and the local oscillator 
amplitude VLO. 

[0107] 
[0108] Micromechanical SWitches 

In general, conversion gain is possible if VLO>VP. 

[0109] The mixer-?lter device described above is one 
example of a pmechanical circuit that harnesses non-linear 
device properties to provide a useful function. Another very 
useful mode of operation that further utiliZes the non-linear 
nature of the device is a pmechanical sWitch. FIG. 8 presents 
an operational schematic for a “mechanical sWitch. A con 
ductive or actuation plate 30 is suspended above a pair of 
actuation electrodes 32 by suspension beams 34 having 
anchors 36. AsWitch conductor portion 38 of the plate 30 is 
suspended over a pair of grounds 40 and a sense electrode 
or conductor 42. When the sWitch is in the “on-state” here, 
the conductor 42 is shorted to the grounds 40. The operation 
of the sWitch of FIG. 8 is fairly simple: To achieve the 
“on-state” for one of the electrodes apply a suf?ciently large 
voltage across the plate and a desired electrode to pull that 
part of the plate doWn and short it (in either a DC or AC 
fashion) to the desired electrode. 

[0110] In general, to minimiZe insertion loss, the majority 
of sWitches use metals as their structural materials. It is their 
metal construction that makes pmechanical sWitches so 
attractive, alloWing them to achieve “on-state” insertion 
losses doWn to 0.1 dB—much loWer than FET transistor 
counterparts, Which normally exhibit ~2 dB of insertion loss. 
In addition to exhibiting such loW insertion loss, pmechani 
cal sWitches are extremely linear, With IIP3’s greater than 66 
dBm, and can be designed to consume no DC poWer (as 
opposed to FET sWitches, Which sink a ?nite current When 

activated). 
[0111] RF Receiver 
MEMS 

Front-End Architectures Using 

[0112] The methods by Which the above-noted mechanical 
circuits are best incorporated into communications sub 
systems are noW considered. Three approaches to using 
micromechanical vibrating resonators are described in order 
of increasing performance enhancement: 

[0113] 1) Direct replacement of off-chip high-Q pas 
sives; 
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[0114] 2) Use of an RF channel select architecture 
using a large number of high-Q micromechanical 
resonators in ?lter banks and sWitchable netWorks; 
and 

[0115] 3) Use of an all-mechanical RF front-end. 

[0116] In the RF channel-select architecture, pmechanical 
circuits are assumed to be able to operate at UHF With Q’s 
on the order of 10,000. HoWever, this isn’t absolutely 
necessary. It is needed for today’s communications, but in 
the future, a communications standard may come about that 
alloWs even less Q. 

[0117] Direct Replacement of Off-Chip High-O Passives 

[0118] Perhaps the most direct Way to harness pmechani 
cal circuits is via direct replacement of the off-chip ceramic, 
SAW, and crystal resonators used in RF preselect and image 
reject ?lters, IF channel-select ?lters, and crystal oscillator 
references, as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 3. In addition to 
high-Q components, FIG. 3 also shoWs the use of other 
MEMS-based passive components, such as medium-Q 
micromachined inductors and tunable capacitors used in 
VCO’s and matching netWorks, as Well as loW-loss (~0. 1 
dB) pmechanical sWitches that not only provide enhanced 
antenna diversity, but that can also yield poWer savings by 
making TDD (rather than FDD) more practical in future 
transceivers. 

[0119] Of course, the main bene?ts from the above 
approach to using MEMS are siZe reduction and, given the 
potential for integration of MEMS With transistor circuits, 
the ability to move more components onto the silicon die. A 
limited number of performance bene?ts also result from 
replacement of existing high-Q passives by pmechanical 
ones, such as the ability to tailor the termination impedances 
required by RF and IF ?lters (c.f., Table 2). Such impedance 
?exibility can be bene?cial When designing loW-noise 
ampli?ers (LNA’s) and mixers in CMOS technology, Which 
presently often consume additional poWer to impedance 
match their outputs to 50 Q off-chip components. If higher 
impedances can be used, for example at the output of an 
LNA, signi?cant poWer savings are possible. As an addi 
tional bene?t, since the source impedance presented to the 
LNA input is noW equal to RQ, it can noW be tailored to 
minimiZe noise ?gure 

[0120] Although bene?cial, the performance gains 
afforded by mere direct replacement by MEMS are quite 
limited When compared to more aggressive uses of MEMS 
technology. More aggressive architectures are described 
hereinbeloW. 

[0121] An RF Channel-Select Architecture 

[0122] To fully harness the advantages of pmechanical 
circuits, one must ?rst recogniZe that due to their micro 
scale siZe and Zero DC poWer consumption, pmechanical 
circuits offer the same system complexity advantages over 
off-chip discrete components that planar IC circuits offer 
over discrete transistor circuits. Thus, to maximiZe perfor 
mance gains, pmechanical circuits should be utiliZed on a 
massive scale, or at least as much as possible. 

[0123] Perhaps one of the simplest Ways to harness the 
small siZe of micromechanical circuits is to add multi-band 
recon?gurability to a transceiver by adding a preselect and 
image reject ?lter for each communication standard 








